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When drawing in isometric or oblique, angles cannot be transferred and lines may only 
be measured along the axes.

Example
To draw an equilateral triangle in isometric/oblique:

33. D. Draw the box raw the box ABDABDEE in isometric/oblique. in isometric/oblique.
44. F. Fit the triangle it the triangle ABCABC into the isometric/oblique box by placing  into the isometric/oblique box by placing CC at a point at a point

half-way along the isometric/oblique box between half-way along the isometric/oblique box between DD and  and EE..

11. Draw the plan . Draw the plan ABCABC.. 22. . Place Place a a box box ABDABDEE  around around ABCABC..
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Equilateral triangle in isometric and oblique

Note the following from the figure:
• In isometric or oblique, AB does not equal BC or AC.
•  In plan view, each angle is equal to 60 degrees, but in isometric and in oblique, all 

the angles are different.
Hence, measurements may only be made along the isometric or oblique axes and 
angles can never be transferred.
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Cylinders in isometric
To draw a cylinder in isometric, the base is drawn first, verticals are raised, and the top is 
drawn.

The base of a cylinder is a circle – it is the base that must first be drawn in isometric.

To draw a cylinder in isometric

• Draw the base as a circle in
isometric.

• Raise a vertical construction
line from the centre to the
height of the cylinder.

• Construct isometric axes at
this height and repeat the
circle construction as for the
base, using the points M, J,
K and L as centres for the
arcs.

• Locate the sides and line in.

L

K

J

M

Cylinder in isometric

Cylinders in oblique
To draw the cylinder in oblique, first draw the base, then raise a vertical from the centre 
and mark the height on it. Construct oblique axes at this height and repeat the circle 
construction as for the base.

Cylinder in oblique
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Drawing a cylinder in planometric
Cylinders in planometric are easy to draw, as the top is a true circle. The depth is 
projected down from the centre of the top and another true circle is drawn. Then the sides 
are constructed as tangents to the circles.

Drawing a cone in isometric or oblique
1. First draw the base as a circle in isometric or in oblique.
2. From the centre of the base, draw a vertical line and mark in the height of the cone.
3. Draw in the sides of the cone.

 Cone in isometric Cone in oblique

Drawing a cone in planometric
1. Draw the circular base as a true circle.
2. Raise a vertical from the centre of the base and mark the height on it.
3. Draw in the sides of the cone.

Truncated solids
Truncated solids are those with their tops ‘cut off’ at an angle. If the tops are cut off 
horizontally, the solids are called frustums; if inclined, these are called truncated. To 
get the true shape of the sloping face, an auxiliary drawing – derived from the plan and 
elevation – is needed. Surface developments of such geometrical solids are dealt with.
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Prisms in pictorial
Firstly draw the top of the prism in isometric.   
To do this, a plan view is needed of the prism  
and a crate is placed around the plan.

               Plan of triangular prism

 

         The plan is drawn in isometric and becomes 
         the top.

         Now verticals are projected to the required depth 
         and the prism is completed

         Triangular prism in isometric

Similarly, for any prism, the top of the prism is drawn in oblique or planometric, then 
verticals are projected down and the sides are drawn.

 Plan of  Hexagonal prism Glass octagonal 
 hexagonal prism in oblique prism in planometric

Pyramids in pictorial
1. Draw the base in isometric, oblique or planometric.
2. Raise a vertical line from the centre to the required height.
3. Join the apex to the base corners.
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 Square pyramid Square pyramid Glass hexagonal 
 in isometric in oblique pyramid in planometric

Solids derived from tangent curves
To draw solids derived from tangent curves in isometric or oblique, the bases are first 
drawn, verticals raised and the sides completed. To draw the base in isometric or oblique, 
use the ordinate method of transferring measurements. 

Ordinate method
1. Draw the plan view of the tangent curved figure ‘sitting on a horizontal line’.
2. Mark out points every 10 mm along the horizontal line.
3. Raise vertical construction lines from these points to ‘cover’ the tangent curved figure.

* For greater accuracy, extra ordinate points may be needed.
* See next page for how to do this.

Solid derived from a tangent curve in isometric (not to scale)

4. Draw the isometric axis and mark out 10 mm points along one axis.
5. Draw construction lines from these points parallel to the other axis.
6. Transfer the ordinate measurements from the plan view to the isometric view.
7. Raise verticals to the required height, plot the points and join with a smooth curve.
8. Put in the sides.
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Drawing a solid derived from a tangent curve in planometric is simpler, as verticals are 
raised from the plan.

*

* Extra ordinate points.*

Solid derived from a tangent curve in isometric

Activity A: Converting an orthographic view to oblique and isometric views
1. A glass vase is shown in the orthographic view drawn to a scale of 1 : 2 (i.e. half full size).

HP

VP
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 a. Draw, full size, an instrumental oblique drawing of the vase.
 b. Draw, full size, an instrumental isometric drawing of the vase upright.
  Show the top of the vase and the cylindrical hole visible through the glass exterior.
  Show three main dimensions on your pictorial drawing. 
2. Two orthographic views of a container are drawn to a scale of 1 : 1 (i.e. full size).

HP

VP

  Draw, full size, an instrumental isometric view of the container standing upright. 
Show three main dimensions on your drawing.


